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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Under section 302(h) of the Magnuson-Stevens Act, as amended by the SFA, Regional 
Fishery Management Councils (Councils) prepare and submit Fishery Management Plans 
(FMPs) for fisheries under their authority that require conservation and management. 
The spiny dogfish (Squalus acanthias) fishery is jointly managed by the Mid-Atlantic and 
New England Councils under the Spiny Dogfish FMP. The purpose of this framework is 
to improve the timeliness and efficiency of incorporating the best available scientific 
information available, consistent with National Standards I and 2, into the annual 
management processes outlined in § 648.230 for this stock. 

This action would broaden the descriptions of stock status det~~ation criteria 
contained within the Spiny dogfish FMP to allow for gr~~~e;,~~~~ibility in those 
definitions, while maintaining objective and measurabl~,~tatusdet:rmination criteria for 
identifying when the stock is overfished. Second,~~action woul4~~eentify acceptable 
categories ofpeer-review for stock status dete~~!ion criteria. Whe~,these specific 
peer-review metrics are met and provide newqL~piiated information,ili~1J,~w or revised 
stock status determination criteria may be incorporated by the Council drre9;!~y into the 
annual management measures for each species. 

Relative to the no action being taken (Alternative 1), the proposed action (Alternative 2) 
is not expected to result in any negative qr positive bioIO~i~al impacts on the spiny 
dogfish stock (this is expanded on inSectiori~:l).The prQP?sed action is purely 
administrative; however, there may be-indirect p',g~i~~seffeqlsfrom future adjustments to 
the status determinationcrit~a- these would\tjei'sep~~~~~~~tions and any impacts would 
be analyzed accordi~Fly,\ThesefiIture ac~onswould assist in managing this stock with 
more accurate or rrli~ble informat\0n on st()9~ status. This action does not have a direct 
influence on fishin~r[fort or fisb~ry removals'but instead allows for the use of the most 
current scientific irifefmation available to define the status determination criteria for 
spiny dog§s.hi.sothatilieslo~leca~ bemanag~d·to prevent overfishing and assure it is not 
overfished'" 

The proposed action islliso not~~'p'ected to result in any negative or positive biological 
impadspll non-target spc;jc~,es, habitat, endangered and protected resources, or human 
communiB:s~\(see Sectiolll'~.2-6.5). This action is not expected to result in changes to 
the manneifQwhich the spIDy dogfish fishery is prosecuted and does not alter the 
commercial qh?!:afor t1li.~species or the allocation of the resources among user groups. 
Because the acti6ti;dea~sexclusively with implementing a more efficient process for 
incorporating updatesto status determination criteria into the management process, it 
does not directly impact fishing effort or effort distribution in the fishery for the managed 
resource. It simply provides a framework wherein more informed decisions can be made 
with respect to management. 

The Council recommendations under preferred Alternative 2 are presented to NMFS in 
this document for implementation via rulemaking under the authority of the Secretary of 
Commerce. 
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4.0 INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this framework is to improve the timeliness and efficiency for 
incorporating the best available scientific information available, consistent with National 
Standards 1 and 2, into the management process outlined in § 648.230 for spiny dogfish 
(Squalus acanthias). 

Currently, to incorporate new stock status determination criteria from updated, peer
reviewed science, the Council must enact a framework adjustment or amendment to the 
Spiny Dogfish FMP. The stock status determination criteria forthis species are defined 
in Section 3.1.3.1 of the FMP (MAFMC 1999), and provided~Table 2 below. Though 
these criteria may be modified or replaced through a framewQl'kor amendment, the 
timing ofupdated survey information, subsequent anal!,~i,~ai1d;peer-review, the 
framework or amendment process, and setting annual orcmultiyearspecifications means 
that the availability ofthe best available scientific~toITl1ationmay;p.e~ignificantly 
delayed from entering the management process<1iieproposed action~o.uldallow for the 
incorporation ofnew, peer-reviewed stock statusdetermination criteria,when available, 
though the management measures (i.e., specifi~ll.tion) pro~rrss. This would allow for 
more timely incorporation of the best availablescientifi~iriformation into management of 
the resource. 

The spiny dogfish stock undergoes p~riodic f9tp1al scie~tI~~.peer-review as part of the 
Northeast Fisheries Science Center's~FSC)~toc~As~es§~~nt Workshop (SAW) 
process which may result in 5~~sed or differen;!stock stll~s determination criteria. 
Periodic reviews mayo2<furoJt~ide the S1~process thatare subject to rigorous peer
review and may re?9IilIntlnd ch~ges to the,~~lsting stock status determination criteria. 
For example, in 1~~?, the Mid-Atlantic Councirs Science and Statistical Committee 
(SSC) provided the onginal3tfmass~get recommendation (200,000 mt), although the 
Councils later failed t6end05~e their advice and thus no biomass target currently exists. 
Additi0llally,th~ n~~t peeryeview assessment for spiny dogfish is a Transboundary 
ResolJfceAssessmeQ.t C()mmittee (TRAC) assessment, which is scheduled for March 
2009; There may alsobe.occasions where the results ofa peer-review to a stock 
assessJIient fail to yielddefinitive conclusions or may reject outright the stock status 
determiiration criteria. This'action would outline the steps the Council may take in such 
situations to~ay~ additioll?~review by the SSC so that appropriate recommendations on 
the best available sciel1c~ are utilized in the management of spiny dogfish. Ifthe peer
review process rej¢i:<tS(fcir management purposes, different stock status determination 
criteria or if no new information is available, the existing criteria will remain in place. 
This framework will also outline the steps that may be taken by the Council to request, or 
have reviewed, independent stock assessments performed for the stock to ensure that 
sufficient peer-review occurs. 

This action would broaden the descriptions of stock status determination criteria 
contained within the Spiny Dogfish FMP to allow for greater flexibility in those 
definitions, while maintaining objective and measurable status determination criteria for 
identifying when spiny dogfish is overfished. Second, this action would establish 
acceptable categories ofpeer-review for stock status determination criteria. When these 
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specific peer-review metrics are met and new or updated information is available, the 
new or revised stock status determination criteria may be incorporated by the Council 
directly into the management measures for spiny dogfish. 

4.1 History of FMP Development 

The management of the spiny dogfish fishery began through the implementation of the 
Council's Spiny Dogfish FMP (Table 1). The FMP was developed in response to 
classification of the stock as overfished in 1998. The plan was approved by the National 
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) in 1999, however implementation through Secretarial 
Action was delayed until May 2000. Framework 1 was implemented in 2006 in order to 
allow for specification of multi-year management measures. 

Table 1. History of the Spiny Dogfish FMP and framework acti~!!~;",);" 

Year Document 

2000 Original FMP 

- Establishedlll~~g~~~F~f Atlantic spiny dogfish 
fisheries "'\\\2' 

-:uptia!ed stock rebuilding plan 

2006 - Cre~t~d lll.ecli~~lIl for 'spt¢s:ification of multi-year 
managemen,ttlleasures, 

4.2 ManagementObjectives(}i't!t~F,:M:P 

The ov~rali~6al()ftheF~'is to co~~~espiny dogfish in order to achieve optimum 
yieI5t,¥()nl the resource in thewestem Atlantic Ocean. The specification of a commercial 
quota and trip limits m~~ts that overall goal by accomplishing the following objectives, 
which' were adopted into the FMP:" 

<"'- ....>, 

1. Reduce tl§1PJ;lg mortali~'to ensure that overfishing does not occur. 
.. -,:': .' "-.' 

2. Promote conipatiblb~anagementregulations between state and Council jurisdictions 
and the US and Canada. 

3. Promote uniform and effective enforcement of regulations. 

4. Minimize regulations while achieving the management objectives stated above. 

5. Manage the spiny dogfish fishery so as to minimize the impact of the regulations on 
the prosecution of other fisheries, to the extent practicable. 

6. Contribute to the protection ofbiodiversity and ecosystem structure and function. 
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The proposed action is intended to meet objective 1 by defining a timely process for the 
incorporation of peer-reviewed scientific information on status determination criteria into 
the management process through specification setting. By utilizing the best available 
scientific information to define the status determination criteria, management measures 
can be implemented in a timely manner to prevent overfishing and maintain or rebuild the 
stock to a level which produces maximum sustainable yield (MSY) on a continuing basis. 
In addition, by preventing overfishing and managing in a sustainable manner, the 
proposed action would also meet objective 6. 

4.3 Management Unit 

The management unit for this FMP is defined as the entire . 
acanthias) population along the Atlantic coast of the u: . 

4.4 Management Strategy 

This document describes and evaluates the P9!~ht1al impac of a propos 
action to be implemented through the framewo!lcadjus. .... 'process. The osed 
action is consistent with the management objeetiV~s..g~&¢ri:·ed in section 4.2. The Council 
intends to continue the managements grams detai1~'4(fD the Spiny Dogfish FMP to 
achieve the management objectives . lished by th&r' 

'~'~:~".'2:':" 

4.5 Status of the Stock 
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years 2006-2008 modified trip limits to be consistent at 600 Ibs in both periods. Despite 
the slight increase, this minor change is still consistent with discouraging directed 
harvest. 

Alternatively, with the exception of2004, spiny dogfish management in state
jurisdictional waters under the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission (ASMFC) 
plan has deviated from the Federal plan. For the 2008 fishing year, the quota in state 
waters has been set at 8.0 million Ibs and trip limits up to 3,000 Ibs. The inconsistency in 
the plans, as well as their delayed implementation, is likely to have prolonged the 
timeframe for stock recovery. Although it is likely that biomass will achieve the nominal 
target (200,000 mt) within the next 2-3 years, a prolonged p~riod ofpoor recruitment 
(1997-2007) is expected to result in stock biomass declinipgip~lowthe target for several 
years. None ofthe projections, however, envision the st{)c~declining back to an 
"overfished" condition. ' 

The most recent peer-reviewed evaluation of the status of the NorthwestAtlantic spiny 
dogfish stock was conducted at the 43rd No~,east RegionalStock Assess~rftWorkshop 
(NEFSC 2006). According to that assessmentthe s in o fish stock is notoverfished in 
2005, and overfishing is not occurring. At their Sept 607 meeting, a more recent 
assessment update was evaluated bY;i19~ Spiny Dog:Q$ •. onitoring Committee. The 
Committee noted that the SSB estimatehadincreaseds~.~pmtially to 141,350 mt in 
2006. Additionally, fishing mortality (0; 109) \Vasroughl)ff~~llivalent to the Frebuild target 
(0.11). Both of these suggest that the current maa.ag~tpent approach is effectively 
achieving the rebuilding goals of the FMP. '.. ", 

5.0 MANAGEMENT ~TE~~TIVE~~ 
Under National Standar~l, ~e SFAn~quiresthat each Council FMP define overfishing 
as a rate orJ~"eloffishin~II1ortalitythatjeQpardizes a fishery's capacity to produce 
MSY onacontinuingbasis'!lDd defines an overfished stock as a stock size that is less 
thanaminimum biomass threShold. The SFA also requires that each FMP specify 
objective and measurable status d:@tltrmination criteria for identifying when stocks or 
stock complexes covered~~the FMP are overfished. To fulfill the requirements of the 
SFA, statusdetermination.cfiteria are comprised of two components: 1) a maximum 
fishing mOmlli~Jhresh91&~section 600.310 (d)(2)(i» and 2) a minimum stock size 
threshold (sectioti:60P.q}(j'(d)(2)(ii». 

5.1 Alternative 1 (No Action) 

Under this no action alternative, the status determination criteria, which include a 
maximum fishing mortality threshold (FMsY; or reasonable proxy thereof) and the 
minimum stock size threshold and target (or reasonable proxy thereof) for spiny dogfish 
would remain unchanged as defined in the FMP. These are defined in Section 3.1.3.1 of 
the FMP, and provided in Table 2, below. 
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Table 2. Status determination criteria established in the Spiny Dogfish FMP. 

Biomass target Undefined - The MAFMC's N/A 
SSC recommended 100% of [SSBmax= 441 million 
SSBmaxhowever the Councils pounds (200,000 mt)] 
recommended 90% of SSBmax 
and this was rejected. 

Biomass Y2 SSBmax 220 million pounds 
threshold UPQ,OOO mt) female 

SSB 
Fishing mortality The fishing mortality rate that\:~ 

target during would allow stock productioI),l!f c 

0.11
rebuilding 2 pups per recruit." 

Fishing mortality The fishing mortality rate that 
target (for rebuilt 
stock) 

Fishing mortality 
threshold 

would allow stock\p~§duction 
1.5 pups per recruit. . 

0.39 

'-,.":.:."..'."'..' ..,, '..".-.>\ .,.;....:....:..>.."-:.',,.:: ..., 

Importantly, the bioma,sstfu.i~tProposedbYJhe Coun;~ittri the FMP was rejected and, 
therefore, no bioml¥l.sfurget currep.tly exist8;c'This would not be the case if the Councils 
had recommended.the SSC-propo~ed biomass: target of 100% of maximum spawning 
stock biomass (SSBlIllIJ{-thefYtnal~;C~a~gstockbiomass calculated to produce 
maximum r~ruitment). TheCouncilsinstya,d recommended the target be set at 90% of 
SSBmax;Asstated above, the other definitions of status determination criteria have 
remained unchangedsince theycwere described the FMP and may only be modified by a 
franiework to the FMP.<Updatest?cthe values associated with those definitions based on 
updatedstock assessments have occurred since the implementation of the FMP, when 
new information has become available. The Council is not required to undertake any 
specific actiof1\Vhen this:occurs, as using the updated values is consistent with National 
Standard 2. . .. 

Under this no action alternative, review ofdefinitions of the status determination criteria 
and incorporation of changes to those definitions for this species would remain 
unchanged and as defined (or not) in the FMP. Specifically, these definitions would 
continue to be updated through the framework adjustment or amendment process as 
necessary. 
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5.2 Alternative 2 (Preferred: Redefine the Status Determination Criteria) 

Under this alternative, the status determination criteria for spiny dogfish would be 
defined as follows. 

The maximum fishing mortality threshold is defined as FMSY(or a reasonable proxy 
thereof) as a function of productive capacity, and based upon the best scientific 
information consistent with National Standards I and 2. Specifically, FMsy is the fishing 
mortality rate associated with MSY. The maximum fishing mortality threshold (FMSY) or 
a reasonable proxy may be defined as a function of (but not limited to): total stock 
biomass, spawning stock biomass, total egg production, and may include males, females, 
both, or combinations and ratios thereof which provide th.~/~~s~measure ofproductive 
capacity for spiny dogfish. Exceeding the establishedfl~wng'hr?r:ality threshold 
constitutes overfishing as defined by the Magnuson-§te~ns Act/: 

The minimum stock size threshold for spiny dogfish is defined as Y2 BM,sy(ora 
reasonable proxy thereof) as a function ofproductive capac.I!", and based'~P?~ the best 
scientific information consistent with National.Standards land 2. The mimm'um stock 
size threshold (Y2 BMSY) or a reasonable proxy maYcbe~efined as a function of (but not 
limited to): total stock biomass, spa~g stock biomaSs, total egg production, and may 
include males, females, both, or com1:>ina.ti():n~,and rafios~~reof which provide the best 
measure ofproductive capacity for eaC1J,ofthe/~pedes n1aifu.~ed under the FMP. The 
minimum stock size thresh?ld is the levtlofpr()~\lqt,!yy!~apayity associated with the 
relevant Y2 MSY leve1.~1I.0~dthe meas\l.reofproductiv~capacity for the stock or stock 
complex fall below ~~minim'um threshold; tile stock or stock complex is considered to 
be overfished. TiJ,e,t,iU'get for re~~ilding is spzcified as BMSY (or reasonable proxy 
thereof) at the leveIof?roductiy.~/capacity aSS9~iated with the relevant MSY level, under 
the same definition ofprod\l"pvecapacity.as sp¢'Cified for the minimum stock size 
threshold. ..' > 

The.definitions for status determination criteria for spiny dogfish are broadened under 
this alternative to allow for great~t!iflexibility in incorporating changes to the definitions 
of the n14~itnum fishing mortality threshold and/or minimum stock size threshold as the 
best scientific information consistent with National Standards I and 2 becomes available. 
As such, the follq~ing describes the potential sources ofpeer-reviewed scientific advice 
on status deterriijaation criteria and the current process ofhow that scientific advice will 
move forward in the development ofmanagement advice through the Council's 
specification process. 

Specific definitions or modifications to the status determination criteria, and their 
associated values, would result from the most recent peer-reviewed stock assessments 
and their panelist recommendations. The Northeast Regional Stock Assessment 
Workshop/ Stock Assessment Review Committee (SAW/SARC) process is the primary 
mechanism utilized in the Northeast Region at present to review scientific stock 
assessment advice, including status determination criteria, for federally-managed species. 
There are also periodic reviews that occur outside the SARC process that are subject to 
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rigorous peer-review and may also result in scientific advice to modify or change the 
existing stock status determination criteria1

• 

These periodic reviews outside the SARC process could be conducted by any of the 
following listed below, as deemed appropriate by the managing authorities. 

•	 Transboundary Resource Assessment Committee (TRAC), composed ofboth U.S. 
and Canadian scientists 

•	 MAFMC Science and Statistical Committee (SSC) Review 
•	 MAFMC Externally Contracted Reviews with Independent Experts (e.g., Center 

for Independent Experts - CIE» . 
•	 NMFS Internally Conducted Review (e.g., Com~~~e(r*f.NMFS Scientific and 

Technical Experts from NMFS Science Center~Rr!Regi()~~ 
•	 NMFS Externally Contracted Review with!J14ependent ExpeJ,"ts (e.g., Center for 

Independent Experts - CIE) .. ... ... 

The scientific advice provided with respect to~~tus dete~ation criteria cR~ld follow 
three scenarios (Figure 1; first column). First, itisiposS~R!~that the panelists participating 
in the peer-review reach consensus \.Vith respect toti?:l\.ipt~iiring the current definitions of 
status determination criteria for spi~y~ogfish. There J1i.ll~ be updates to the values 
associated with those same definiti6ii~6ase~.9n the inI>tltof more recent information as 
well (i.e., additional year's data); however, the S:~~i~~il i~ notf~uired to undertake any 
specific action when this~ccprs, as usin~~he ~iPdatedv~uesis consistent with National 
Standard 2. In this case t~e'sci~~tific ad~7~pllilThen move forward such that 
management advice can be develeped. tinqer the second potential scenario for scientific 
advice (Figure l.seccnd colurmiYHthe peer.:~e~ew recommends changes or different 
definitions of the stafu.~. determitlati()~i7riteria; llPdthe panelists reach consensus as to 
how these statusdeterminatiotl,criteriWi~~?~~he modified or changed. This scientific 
advice canqloYefQrward~uch that management advice can be developed. Under these 
frrsttwoiPotentialscen~os,¢()~sensus has been reached and therefore the scientific 
advice moving forwardto the CgllJ:lcil's management advisory groups should be clear. 

The third potential scenario(Figure 1; third column) is the peer review scientific advice 
with respect to the incorporation to status determination criteria is split (consensus is not 
reached) or uncertain recommendations are provided (weak consensus). The scientific 
advice provided by the reviewers may be particularly controversial. In addition, the 
scientific advice ma.y:notbe specific enough to provide adequate guidance as to how the 
maximum fishing mortality threshold and/or minimum stock size threshold should be 
defined or what resulting management advice should be developed from these changes. 
Under these circumstances, the Council may engage their SSC or a subset ofSSC 
members with appropriate expertise, to review the information and recommendations 
provided by the peer-review group. Based on the terms ofreference provided to the SSC, 
they may prepare a consensus report clarifying the scientific advice for the Council as to 

1 For example, in 1999, scientific advice on spiny dogfish status determination criteria was provided 
through a MAFMC SSC review. The review panel was composed of experts from NMFS and academia. 
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what the status determination criteria should be (e.g., modify, change, or maintain the 
same definitions). At that point the scientific advice on how the status determination 
criteria should be defined should be clear, and can move forward such that management 
advice can be developed. 

Currently, the first step in the development ofmanagement advice through the Council 
process occurs at the Monitoring Committee level for the species, as implemented under 
the FMP. The Spiny Dogfish Monitoring Committee consists of staff representatives of 
the MAFMC, New England Fishery Management Council (NEFMC), the NMFS 
Northeast Regional Office, the Northeast Fisheries Science Cent,rr! and the states, as well 
as two ex-officio industry members (one from each Council jurisdiction), The MAFMC 
Executive Director or a designee chairs the committee. It};.~~~ition, the Council's 
Industry Advisory groups are often engaged to provide~~ditioJlJI,!,management 
recommendations to the Council. The Council can~~m.utilize th~tn~nagement advice 
from their advisory groups in developing their own·tetommendationsppt forward 
through the regulatory process of setting the specifications for the up·comipg fishing 
year(s), which is the primary mechanism fOI'~~justing maD;~gement measi.if~.sto meet the 
goals of the FMP. The recommendations from~~ COUJls¥can move forWard in the 
specification package (including an EA/RIR/IRFA.)~()NMFS for implementation under 
their regulatory process. The EA/~I~A in the"spe§tfication document provides a 
thorough analysis of this informatidiiand'the extent to<wh,jch the information is applied. 

, :.,. ":'.:;·',,'""e', 

The 2006 reauthorization o~ the Magri~~o.n-St~~~~;~st~~d~lns language which states 
that "Each scientific atlg ~tatistical coJl'lJIJj~:;r~p~llpioytq~jts Council ongoing scientific 
advice for fishery m~~geIIlerit~~fisions":.,~~~c'tion 600.302 (g)(I)(B». In a memo dated 
May 19, 2008, The,NMFS No~~~st Regi0pa.!Administrator reminded the Council of the 
requirement in therelluthorizedMagnuson-St~3!e,ns Act to obtain and consider the advice 
of its SSC. Further, the R.egiglJ,al AdiniJ}i~tJ:~(or}equested that the SSC review the 
MonitoringC~~ttee r~cm111nendationsaq~provide a written report from the SSC 
Chair to the Cmln.c:i1 Chair.'The Councils may consider changing the process under 
which~ese advisory grgupsm:e~tilizedin the future'. Action taken, ifany, to modify 
the pre§ent process ofdev'e,lopitigmanagement advice from the peer-reviewed scientific 
advice received, and the ril~er in which Council advisory groups are utilized would be 
intended to improve the ~~~er in which management advice is developed by the 
Council. Modification to.tlle current management process to more fully incorporate the 
SSC may require anamendment, modification to the Council's standard operating 
procedures (SOPs),ot;both. 

2 For example, the Council may consider utilizing the SSC or a subset of SSC members with appropriate 
expertise, independently or in conjunction with the species Monitoring Committee in the development of 
management advice based on the scientific recommendations provided by a peer-review group. 
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------

Scientific Advice on Status Determination Criteria: 3 Possible Outcomes 

1) Consensus: 3) Lack of Consensus: 
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determination criteria into the management process for spiny dogfish. 
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6.0 IMPACTS OF THE ALTERNATIVES 

6.1 Targeted Fishery Resource 

Alternative I (No action) is not expected to result in significant negative or positive 
biological impacts on the spiny dogfish stock. Relative to the no action alternative, 
Alternative 2 is not expected to result in significant negative or positive biological 
impacts on the spiny dogfish stock. This action merely revises the current definitions of 
the stock status determination criteria for spiny dogfish and defines the process by which 
updates to status determination criteria are integrated into the management process. 

This action is purely administrative; however, there maYl:l~?ij'I,R~ect positive effects from 
managing this stock with more accurate or reliable inforrn.~ti~ti,on stock status. This 
action does not directly influence fishing effort or ~~~~r)?removal~?l:l~t instead facilitates 
use of the most current scientific information available to define the\~~tus determination 
criteria for these stocks, so this stock can be D1~?aged to prevent overfisliiP;g and 
managed such that spiny dogfish are not ove~~hed. By all?wing peer-rev,i~~ed 
scientific updates on status determination critenaJo be itlfgrPorated into the management 
process more efficiently (not requiring an extensi'(~fr~ework adjustment process), 
managers can more effectively respond to changes instcick status and make timely 
adjustments to the management progrli~§,f()~ the stock.'I'"Qlls improvement in efficiency 
will aid in managing this stock for suSWnabiij~"" .' . 

6.2 Non-Target Species.or Bycatch 

Alternative I (No action) is not e*pected tdt$~ult in significant negative or positive 
impacts on non-target species -. Rel~tive to thl(.,I!? action alternative, Alternative 2 is not 
expected to result insign.ificantneglitive orJ)osjtive impacts on non-target species. This 
action meFely;revises the:cu.rrent definitions of the stock status determination criteria for 
the sIJeci~saiiddefines the PlJ>cess by which updates to status determination criteria are 
integrated into the managementprocess. 

This action is purely adniirUstrative; therefore, it is not expected to result in changes in 
discarding'rates of spiny dogfish when targeted, discarding rates when fishing for non
target species;pr increased discarding of non-target species. 

6.3 Habitat (IncludWg Essential Fish Habitat) 

Alternative I (No action) is not expected to result in significant negative or positive 
impacts on habitat. Relative to the no action alternative, Alternative 2 is not expected to 
result in significant negative or positive impacts on habitat. This action merely revises 
the current definitions of the stock status determination criteria for the species and 
defines the process by which updates to status determination criteria are integrated into 
the management process. 
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The proposed action is purely administrative; therefore, it is not expected to result in 
changes to the manner in which the spiny dogfish fisheries are prosecuted or to the 
habitat. 

6.4 Endangered and Other Protected Resources 

Alternative I (No action) is not expected to result in significant negative or positive 
impacts on endangered or protected resources. Relative to the no action alternative, 
Alternative 2 is not expected to result in significant negative or positive impacts on 
endangered or protected resources. This action merely revises th~ current definitions of 
the stock status determination criteria for the species and de~n~~"the process by which 
updates to status determination criteria are integrated intoth~itl1anagement process. 

The proposed action is purely administrative; therefore;"iti;"~~~l*,p~cted to result in 
changes to the manner in which the spiny dogfish fishery is prosecuted.or to the 
endangered or other protected species. . , 

.,"'., ~ -.",.., 

6.5 Socioeconomic Environment 

Alternative I (No action) is not exp~pt~dto result ~~~ficant negative or positive 
impacts on the social and economic·enVirotpnent. Relat~2e ~o the no action alternative, 
Alternative 2 is not expected to result iIJ.. significant neg~tiye()r positive impacts on the 
social and economic environment. Thi$.'actionmerely revises 'the current definitions of 
the stock status determin~~8J::l~.~teria fodh~•.~.teclesah~;~efines the process by which 
updates to status determinationcriteria arein,tegrated into the management process. 

The proposed action i~ purelYl~nistrative;·tllerefore, it does not alter the coastwide 
harvest limits for thisspeci~sor·the·allj)cati()nofthe resources among user groups, with 
no direct impact on fishingdlort or'effor6distribution in the spiny dogfish fishery. 

7.ocdNSI~TENCY"\VI;~bpLICABLE LAWS 

7.1 Mag~uson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act 

7.1.1 Compliance witb.theNational Standards 
~:--. - .". ",,~:,> ".," 

This action is purelya<l~inistrative and does not have a direct influence on fishing effort, 
or fishery removals but instead facilitates use of the most current scientific information 
available to define the status determination criteria for the stock, so the stock can be 
managed to prevent overfishing and managed such that spiny dogfish are not overfished. 
As such, the proposed action is expected to comply with both National Standards I and 2. 
The proposed action has no effect on the management units for spiny dogfish, or any 
FMP for the Northeast Region; therefore, it is consistent with National Standard 3. This 
proposed action does not alter the coastwide harvest limits for these species, the 
allocation of the resources among user groups, or the efficiency by which fishery 
resources are utilized. In addition, economic allocation was not a factor in the 
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development of this action. Therefore, this action is also consistent with National 
Standards 4 and 5. National Standard 6 has no bearing or relevance on this action as it is 
purely administrative and has no impact on any fishery, fishery resource, or catch; 
therefore, this action is consistent with that standard. By increasing flexibility and 
improving the timeliness of incorporating the best available scientific information, 
consistent with National Standards 1 and 2, into the management processes, this action 
will reduce the burden on Council and NOAA Fisheries which should contribute to a 
reduction in management costs and regulatory duplication; therefore, this action is 
consistent with National Standard 7. Because no social or economic impacts are 
expected from this proposed action, it is consistent with National$tandard 8. National 
Standard 9 has no bearing or relevance on this action as it ispQrely administrative and 
does not impact bycatch; therefore, this action is consisteI).t~ifIi that standard. Concerns 
relating to safety ofhuman life at sea (under National St{llldartl10) are not affected by the 
proposed action as it is purely administrative; thereforesthis acdbllis consistent with that 
standard. . \i.[' 

.. 

7.1.2 Compliance with Other Requirementsof the Magnuson-Stevens Act 

Section 303 of the Magnuson-Stevens Act contaitis14~d.&itional required provisions for 
FMPs, which are discussed below. ,Any FMP prepa:r¢drpyany Council, or by the 
Secretary, with respect to any fishetq',mqS~8omply witJ}!kese provisions. The following 
described how those provisions have,bttenmet;'i '<'<. 

A description of the pro~~edrlllo~nagement, aHerria.tiv6s~ip~~nd~d to improve the 
management for spi~~'9ogfish~eprovide<:J.'~ section 5.()ofthis framework, a discussion 
of consistency wi~'c!.he NationaLS~ndards i~.provided in section 7.1.1 of this framework, 
and a discussionoffhe consistency with otheril,ipplicable law are provided in sections 
7.2-7.11 (Provision 1).:Thep~9Pos~<.fil,ictiolldoes not directly affect fishing vessels or the 
type or qua.tl~ty?(?shing g~ar used; therefore, a description of these aspects of the 
fishery isnotapplic~~l~ (Pr.oy!~ion 2). A thorough description of spiny dogfish is 
inctRded in the FMP,~p~cificallyjn section 2.0 of the original FMP (MAFMC 1999). 
Recreational interests, foreign fishing, and Indian treaty fishing rights are not affected by 
this actionl<Frovision 3). Maximum sustainable yield and optimum yield of spiny 
dogfish aieJ?-ptaffected by the proposed action, as it is limited to a modification of the 
administrativeipr?cess QYWhichbiological reference points are incorporated into 
management; ther~fQre, it is not necessary to assess the probably future condition of the 
fishery (Provision 3). the proposed action does not affect the capacity or extent to which 
fishing vessels of the U.S. would harvest the optimum yield of any fishery, the portion of 
such optimum yield which would not be harvested by U.S. fishing vessels and could be 
made available for foreign fishing, or the capacity and extent to which U.S. processors 
would process that portion of such optimum yield harvested by U.S. fishing vessels; 
therefore, a description of these aspects of the fishery is not applicable to this action 
(Provision 4). The proposed action does nothing to change the types or amounts of 
pertinent data that will be reported to the Secretary (Provision 5), nor does it affect the 
access ofany fishing vessel to any fishery because of weather, ocean conditions, or any 
other potential concern (Provision 6). The proposed action makes no changes to EFH for 
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any species (Provision 7). Due to the administrative nature of the measures in the 
proposed action, there would be no direct impacts on any habitat or EFH; therefore, an 
EFH consultation is not required. In addition, the proposed action contains no measures 
that will modify the nature and extent of data needed for effective monitoring and 
implementation ofFMP objectives (Provision 8). The proposed action contains no 
measures that will affect participants in the spiny dogfish fishery and fishing 
communities, and participants in fishery conducted in adjacent areas will not be affected 
(Provision 9). This action will continue to result in the specification ofobjective and 
measurable criteria for identifying when the fishery to which the plan applies is 
overfished and only proposes an administrative action (Provisi()p-:JO). This action is 
purely administrative and therefore has no effect on bycatch0rcllycatch mortality 
(Provision 11) or upon any recreational fishing activity (~fQvi~i?n 12). No harvesting 
sector ofthe spiny dogfish fishery will be directly affect,eitbytb.~proposed action 
(Provision 13), nor does it include management measures "that c6tiI~~~duce the overall 
harvest in a fishery or the allocation ofharvest restrictions or recoveiy;penefits among the 
commercial, recreational, and charter fishing sectors (Provision 14). " 

7.2 National Environmental Policy Act 

This action is categorically eXclud~fr9ID the requirement to prepare an environmental 
assessment, in accordance NOAA AdmjlJi~!t"~!ive Orderi(it;fAO) 216-6, Sections 5.05 and 
6.03a.3, because it is entirely administrativednnature. ° 

7.3 Endangered SpeciesAct 
00" oO);;;,;t; > 

Section 6.4 should,p-~referenced;ior an assessment of the impacts of the proposed action 
on endangered species and prot&;te~ resources~. The proposed action is purely 
administrative; therefore, it isnotexpectedJoresult in changes to the manner in which 
the spinY~Ogfis#esherylsprosecuted./>Therefore, this action is not expected to affect 
endangered ortlifel:l.t~p.edspecies or critical habitat in any manner. 

7.4 IVi~rine Mammai Protecti~;'Act 

Section 6.4 slJ.ould be ref~re:nced for an assessment ofthe impacts of the proposed action 
on marine mamD}als. The.proposed action is purely administrative; therefore, it is not 
expected to resultin (;ll8~ges to the manner in which the spiny dogfish fishery is 
prosecuted. Therefore; this action is not expected to affect endangered or threatened 
species or critical habitat in any manner. 

7.5 Coastal Zone Management Act 

The Coastal Zone Management Act (CZMA) of 1972, as amended, provides measures for 
ensuring stability ofproductive fishery habitat while striving to balance development 
pressures with social, economic, cultural, and other impacts on the coastal zone. It is 
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recognized that responsible management ofboth coastal zones and fish stocks must 
involve mutually supportive goals. 

The measures contained in Framework Adjustment 2 have no effects on any coastal use 
or resource of any state, pursuant to 15 CFR 930.33(a)(2). A negative determination 
under § 930.35 is not required. 

7.6 Administrative Procedure Act 

Sections 551-553 of the Federal Administrative Procedure Act e~blish procedural 
requirements applicable to rulemaking by Federal agencies. "iupose is to ensure 
public access to the Federal rulemaking process and to gi .' blic notice and an 
opportunity to comment before the agency promulgates, _ tions. 

7.7 Section 515 (l;~~Jf~ation QM~lity A~ 

Pursuant to NMFS gdige.lin~$%ihipl~t#¢~t~~ _._ion 515 ofPublic Law 106-554 (the 
Informati - 'Q.Il:1!Mty ACt)~'1l.il;1iiformaHon:p(qducts released to the public must first 
under te::'Di~$¢l11inati6Q:<Reviewto ensure and maximize the quality, objectivity, 
utiljw;" integritYBf;41foriri~it9n (including statistical information) disseminated by 
Fed~fat~gencies. To fa~'iHtate lli¢:;fre-Dissemination Review, this document addresses 
the uti1'lt¥;,integrity, and-~bjectiviiYofthe information included in the document and used 
as the ba~i~,:~r making de..6i$ions regarding the proposed action. 

:_.':',.'~;~.):c.
 

-,:.,..~.~'"


Utility 

The information presented in this document is helpful to the intended users (the affected 
public) by presenting a clear description of the purpose and need of the proposed action, 
the alternatives to the proposed action considered by the Council, and the analyses of the 
potential impacts of the proposed action to fishery resources, habitat, protected resources, 
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and affected entities and communities so that intended users may have a full 
understanding of the proposed action and its implications. 

This document is the first and only information product that provides the information 
described above. It includes the most current available relevant data and provides these 
data in a form that is intended to be useful and accessible to the public. 

This document will be made available to the public via several media: Online, through 
the NMFS Northeast Regional Office web page at http://www.nero.noaa.gov; in 
hardcopy, available at the request of the public; and at Counci1me~tings. Online, the 
document will be available in a standard format for such docqih~nts, that of"Portable 
Document Format," or PDF. . . 

Integrity 

Integrity refers to security--the protection of ~~nnationfrom unauthorized access or 
revision, to ensure that the information is not~ompromise~through corruption or 
falsification. Prior to dissemination, NMFS inf0l1:Dati0tp}IDpependent of the specific 
intended distribution mechanism, is safeguarded'froln imptoper access, modification, or 
destruction, to a degree commens~~te~ith the risWanetmagnitude of harm that could 
result from the loss, misuse, or unauthorized access to or modification of such 
information. ." """ ""." '. 

,.::.:.'"...:.........: __ -.,e.,,_:,-'-:'., 

All electronic informatiotldisseminatedbYNMFSadh~l'esJ~~he standards set out in 
Appendix III, "Security 6fAu.tolllated Inf<fwaHon Resources," of OMB Circular A-130; 
the Computer Se~urityAct; and tIle Govel"lllfl~nt Information Security Act. All 
confidential inforiIi~tion (e.g., dealer purchase~eports) is safeguarded pursuant to the 
Privacy Act; Titles 13, 15, an.~ ~20ftll~P'S, Code (confidentiality of census, business, 
and financial information); .tlie·Confideiltililityof Statistics provisions of the Magnuson
SteveIl§Act;'andNQAA Adininistrative Order 216-100, Protection of Confidential 
FisheriesStatistics. 

Objectivity 

Objective infcll1:Dation isp~esented in an accurate, clear, complete, and unbiased manner, 
and in proper cont~l(t.T)J.e substance of the information is accurate, reliable, and 
unbiased; in the scientific, financial, or statistical context, original and supporting data 
are generated and the analytical results are developed using sound, commonly accepted 
scientific and research methods. "Accurate" means that information is within an 
acceptable degree of imprecision or error appropriate to the particular kind of information 
at issue and otherwise meets commonly accepted scientific, financial, and statistical 
standards. 

This document is considered, for purposes of the Pre-Dissemination Review, to be a 
"Natural Resource Plan." Accordingly, the document adheres to the published standards 
of the Magnuson-Stevens Act; the Operational Guidelines, Fishery Management Plan 
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Process; and NOAA Administrative Order 216-6, Environmental Review Procedures for 
Implementing the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). 

The review process for this framework adjustment involves the Councilg, the NEFSC, the 
Northeast Regional Office, and NMFS headquarters. The NEFSC's technical review is 
conducted by senior level scientists with specialties in population dynamics, stock 
assessment methods, demersal resources, population biology, and the social sciences. 
These reviewers will comment on the technical merits of any analyses included in this 
document. The Council review process involves public meetings at which affected 
stakeholders have opportunity to provide comments on the fraIll~work document. 
Review by staff at the Regional Office is conducted by those,!~91expertise in fisheries 
management and policy, habitat conservation, protected sp~cl§s, and compliance with the 
applicable law. Final approval of the document and cl~~~6g~f.!the rule is conducted by 
staffat NMFS Headquarters, the Department of COrpnlerce, andiheD.S. Office of 
Management and Budget. .,,;,;;<" .'y, 

_'.~s\~B5iY' ;i'{:':'t~·:,\:: 

7.8 Paperwork Reduction Act 

The Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) concerns on of information. The intent 
of the PRA is to minimize the Fed~fl:l.1paperwork r individuals, small 
businesses, state and local govermlieni~~'~'P¥Lother p .' as well as to maximize the 
usefulness of information collected 6~f~e!F~~~:t"l,llgove'" .. t. There are no changes to 
the existing reporting requirements pre~smslyappr~X~4un ", his FMP for vessel 
permits, dealer reportin~;'o,1:';Y~~~ellogb6.6}(s.dHJ:IPi'~a'&i1&ii,:i40es not contain a collection-
of-information requir¢.iij,~xltfdfpiJ,rposes~t:;J1i6'PRA. ., . 

':"';:"'~:' ''''''::'' -: - .:'-: 
:'00': 

7.10 EA~ronmental Ju~'tl~e/EO'12898 

This EO pro~i4e,~that "~~~jiFederal agency shall make achieving environmental justice 
part of its missib~"'yt4~ntifying and addressing, as appropriate, disproportionately high 
and adverse human1i~althor environmental effects of its programs, policies, and 
activities on minority populations and low-income populations." EO 12898 directs each 
Federal agency to analyze the environmental effects, including human health, economic, 
and social effects ofFederal actions on minority populations, low-income populations, 
and Indian tribes, when such analysis is required by NEP A. Agencies are further directed 
to "identify potential effects and mitigation measures in consultation with affected 
communities, and improve the accessibility of meetings, crucial documents, and notices." 
Since the proposed action is not expected to affect participation in the spiny dogfish 
fishery, no negative economic or social effects are anticipated as a result (section 6.5). 
Therefore, the proposed action under the preferred alternative is not expected to cause 
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disproportionately high and adverse human health, environmental or economic effects on 
minority populations, low-income populations, or Indian tribes. 

7.11 Regulatory Impact Review 

7.11.1 Introduction 

The National Marine Fisheries Service requires the preparation ofa Regulatory Impact 
Review (RIR) for all regulatory actions that either implement a new FMP or significantly 
amend an existing plan. If an action would have a significant impact on a substantial 
number of small entities, an Initial Regulatory Flexibility Analysis must be prepared to 
identify the need for action, alternatives, potential costs a~g\b~efits ofthe action, the 
distribution of these impacts, and a determination of net1?~efits; .. 

As discussed below, an Initial Regulatory Flexibili§'Analysis (IRFA),t? evaluate the 
economic impacts of the alternatives on small business entities is not iu::s:essary because 
the proposed action is purely administrative and results in n9 direct or indirect impacts on 
the social and economic aspects of human communities. 

7.11.2 Evaluation of EO 12866 Significance 
·'0-·- .,"'. ". 

EO 12866 requires that the Office ~f~atiigt<b:Ie~tand B~dg~~ (OMB) review proposed 
regulatory programs that are considered~o be sigIiificll,1.lt A<"significant regulatory 
action" is one that is likely to: (1) Have iuhnnual effetf'6'n the economy of $100 million 
or more or adversely affect iJiam,aterial waytlie economy, a sector of the economy, 
productivity, safety, or state, locat;·or tribalG9vernments or communities; (2) create a 
serious inconsistency or otherwi$~'interfere With an action taken or planned by another 
agency; (3) materially alter th~cbtiagetaryirnpactofentitlements, grants, user fees, or 
loan programs, or the rights and obligationsiofrecipients thereof; or (4) raise novel legal 
or policyissuesarising out.of legal mandates, the President's priorities, or the principles 
set forthin this Executive Or<l~r. 

A regulatory program is "economically significant" if it is likely to result in the effects 
described ab()ye. The RIR is designed to provide information to determine whether the 
proposed regulation is likely to be "economically significant" Because none of the 
factors defining"si~fi9ant regulatory action" are triggered by this proposed action, the 
action has been determined to be not significant for the purposes ofEO 12866. 

7.11.2.1 Description of the Management Objectives 

A complete description of the purpose and need and objectives of this framework action 
are found under section 4.0 of this document This action is taken under the authority of 
the Magnuson-Stevens Act and regulations under 50 CFR part 648. 
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7.11.2.2 Description ofthe Fishery 

A general description of the spiny dogfish fishery is available in the Spiny Dogfish FMP 
(MAFMC 1999). 

7.11.2.3 A Statement of the Problem 

A statement of the problem for resolution is presented under section 4.0 of this document. 

7.11.2.4 A Description of Each Alternative 

A full description of the alternatives is presented in sectiOll,.?40fthis document. 

7.11.2.5 RIR Impacts 

There are no social and economic impacts assQ9iiit6d with the proposedagtion, as 
discussed in section 6.5. 

Therefore, the proposed action does not constitute a significant regulatory action under 
EO 12866 for the following reasonse This action is not-expected to have an annual effect 
on the economy ofmore than $100niillion a.s describediD.~ection 6.5. Second, this 
action should not create a serious incqnsistency?f, otherwisejnterfere with an action 
taken or planned by another agency. TNt:d, thi~ia.~ti8n,will n8.tmaterially alter the 
budgetary impact of entit!~fll.~Pl~, grantsiq~er4f~es,orl0a.nprograms or the rights and 
obligations of their participants\'1;~d, fo~;the proposed action does not raise novel 
legal or policy issg7~Jtr:ising out;!q!legal mari~tes, the President's priorities, or the 
principles set forth;fuEO I286.§. Based on the.results of the RIR, this action is not 
significant under EO 12866. 
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9.0 LIST OF PREPARERS OF THIS FRAMEWORK 

Framework 2 to the Spiny Dogfish FMP was submitted to NMFS by the MAFMC. This 
framework was prepared by the following members of the MAFMC staff: Jim 
Armstrong. 

10.0 LIST OF AGENCIES AND PERSONS CONSULTED 

In order to ensure compliance with NMFS formatting requirements, the advice ofNMFS 
Northeast Region personnel was sought, including Jamie Goen~~4 Michael Pentony. 

~::,.:.:" . 
...... 

GLOSSARY 
-,:,;,.:,.

":''.::~:.'.:,: ..;:i;~~ 

Amendment. A formal change to a fishery manageITl~Il.t~l~n (FMp).The Council 
prepares amendments and submits them to the Se«i:6~ of Comm&6eJor review and 
approval. The Council may also change FMPs.tbt6ti~ a lframework~dJiJstment" (see

=-:-, :~: ';).:.: . .;:: ::" 
below). ".<.....".... ,'f:,:_;",\:-,:_.. 

",~,:,-;~;, 
".:';.> 

apacity, or other appropriate 

Bycatch. Fish that af~ harvested in a fishery, but which are not sold or kept for personal 
use. This includes economic discards and regulatory discards. The fish that are being 
targeted may be bycatch if they are not retained. 

Commission. Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission. 

Committee. The Monitoring Committee, made up of staff representatives of the 
MAFMC, NEFMC, the NMFS Northeast Regional Office, the Northeast Fisheries 
Science Center, and the states, as well as two ex-officio industry members (one from each 
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Council jurisdiction). The MAFMC Executive Director or a designee chairs the 
committee. 

Conservation equivalency. The approach under which states are required to develop, and 
submit to the Commission for approval, state-specific management measures (i.e., 
possession limits, size limits, and seasons) designed to achieve state-specific harvest 
limits. 

Control rule. A pre-determined method for determining rates based on the relationship of 
current stock biomass to a biomass target. The biomass threshold(B1hreshold or Bmin) 
defines a minimum biomass below which a stock is consideredoverfished. 

Council. The Mid-Atlantic Fishery Management Council." 

Councils. The Mid-Atlantic Fishery ManagementCouncil and the New England Fishery 
Management Council. . 

Environmental Impact Statement. An analysis of the expected impacts of a fishery 
management plan (or some other proposed Federalactiorr)on the environment and on 
people, initially prepared as a "Draft" (DEIS) for public comment. After an initial EIS is 
prepared for a plan, subsequent analyses are called "S\lppl~mental." The Final EIS is 
referred to as the Final Supplemental.Environmental Impa~Statement(FSEIS). 

Exclusive Economic Zone.;tFQl}thepurposes ofthe Magn~§on-Stevens Fishery 
Conservation and Mapagement,,?ct, the area from the seaward boundary of each of the 
coastal states to 20d nautical miles from the baseline. 

Fishing fOr spiny dogfish. Any a.ctiVity, other than scientific research vessel activity, 
which involves: (a) the cat~hing, taking, or-harvesting of spiny dogfish; (b) any other 
activity which canre~sonablybeexpected to result in the catching, taking, or harvesting 
of spiny dogfish; or (C)any operations at sea in support of, or in preparation for, any 
activity described in paragraphs (a) or (b) of this definition. 

Fishing effortr: The amount of time and fishing power used to harvest fish. Fishing 
power is a function of gear size, boat size, and horsepower. 

Fishing mortality rate. The part of the total mortality rate (which also includes natural 
mortality) applying to a fish population that is caused by man's harvesting. Fishing 
mortality is usually expressed as an instantaneous rate (F), and can range from 0 for no 
fishing to very high values such as 1.5 or 2.0. The corresponding annual fishing mortality 
rate (A) is easily computed but not frequently used. Values of A that would correspond to 
the F values of 1.5 and 2.0 would be 78% and 86%, meaning that there would be only 
22% and 14% ofthe fish alive (without any natural mortality) at the end of the year that 
were alive at the beginning of the year. Fishing mortality rates are estimated using a 
variety of techniques, depending on the available data for a species or stock. 
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Emax. A calculated instantaneous fishing mortality rate that is defined as "the rate of 
fishing mortality for a given method of fishing that maximizes the harvest in weight taken 
from a single year class of fish over its entire life span". 

EMsy. A fishing mortality rate that would produce MSY when the stock biomass is 
sufficient for producing MSY on a continuing basis. 

Framework adjustments. Adjustments within a range of measures previously specified in 
a fishery management plan (FMP). A change usually can be made more quickly and 
easily by a framework adjustment than through an amendment. for plans developed by 
the Mid-Atlantic Council, the procedure requires at least tw9<J0,Ullcil meetings including 
at least one public hearing and an evaluation of environme,gl~Mmpactsnot already 
analyzed as part of the FMP. . 

",,,-.,., : .', 
. . . .. 
" ,'" 

Etarget. The target fishing mortality rate, equal to!r~ annual F detemiin~d from the 
selected rebuilding schedule for overfished resources (i.e., butterfishjand.Council 
selected fishing mortality level for non-overfished resources (i.e., surfclarnsj; 
Overfishing occurs whentheoverfishing target":'~is _.exceed¢dz\;" ·~f-.r>: 

fj.hreshold. 1) The maximum fishing mOI1ality rate all6w~a on a stock and used to define 
overfishing for status determination, 2)JthemaximuriJ. fishing mortality rate allowed for 
a given biomass as defined by a contrpl nile:} "" ";!' 

. "..>-;.; ~...•.•.•.;.-_ ';:',. ·':·.i ", ,.\'-,. 

Landings. The portion ofthe catch that is%l:1arVMt~d\\i~~}pers~~:1 use or sold. 
_: . _c'. _. - - - ..:.-.:.,'\-.--,,,-. . ", 

Metric ton. A unit ofweight equal to 1,000 kilograms (1 kg = 2.2 lb.). A metric ton is 
equivalent to 2,2051b. A thousiin.d metric tons-is equivalent to 2.2 million lb. 

. -~ .><~~~/~-" <.I_';,~;-:c· ..::':, 

MSY. M~iJP_~ll1~ustainabl~\yield. Tht!\hh-g~tlong-term average yield (catch) that can 
be takt?1 from a stoSfund.erpryvailing ecological and environmental conditions. 

Natural Mortality Rate. The part-of-the total mortality rate applying to a fish population 
that iscaused by factorsother tharrfishing, This may include disease, senility, predation, 
pollution,'etc:, with all sources of natural mortality being considered together. Natural 
mortality is usUally exp~l\ts$¢d as an instantaneous rate, and is abbreviated as "M". An 
instantaneous mortpJityrate reflects the percentage of fish dying at anyone time, as 
compared to an anmial'rate which reflects the percentage of fish dying in one year. 
Natural mortality is differentiated from the instantaneous fishing mortality rate, "F". 
Together, these comprise the instantaneous total mortality rate, "Z" (i.e., Z = F + M). 
Natural mortality rates can be estimated using a variety of techniques depending on data 
availability. As compared to fishing mortality, natural mortality is often difficult to 
investigate because direct evidence about the timing or magnitude ofnatural deaths is 
rarely available. 

Overfished. An overfished stock is one "whose size is sufficiently small that a change in 
management practices is required to achieve an appropriate level and rate of rebuilding." 
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A stock or stock complex is considered overfished when its population size falls below 
the minimum stock size threshold (MSST). A rebuilding plan is required for stocks that 
are deemed overfished. A stock is considered "overfished" when exploited beyond an 
explicit limit beyond which its abundance is considered 'too low' to ensure safe 
reproduction. 

Overfishing. According to the National Standard Guidelines, "overfishing occurs 
whenever a stock or stock complex is subjected to a rate or level of fishing mortality that 
jeopardizes the capacity of a stock or stock complex to produce maximum sustainable 
yield (MSY) on a continuing basis." Overfishing is occurring if.the maximum fishing 
mortality threshold (MFMT) is exceeded for I year or more ...Jpigeneral, it is the action of 
exerting fishing pressure (fishing intensity) beyond the a~ee4,.bptimum level. A 
reduction of fishing pressure would, in the medium term;J~adt9:an increase in the total 
catch. 

PartY/Charter boat. Any vessel which carriesPl\$~~~gers for hire t~'~~~ge in fishing. 

Recruitment. The addition offish to the fishaWef?pula!~qi1due to migrationor to 
growth. Recruits are usually fish from one yearclas~thathave just grown large enough to 
be retained by the fishing gear. . 

.,. .- ··0.-," 

Spawning Stock Biomass. The total we~;~t o~all sexu~:i;inature fish in the population. 
This quantity depends on y~ar class ab~?ance~.~e·ee1l.p~oitati9:n pattern, the rate of 
growth, fishing and na~raklIl0rtality rate:s~the()nset of~~x,ual maturity and 
environmental conditions. '. 

Status Determin~iidh. A determin.ation of st§9~status relative to Bthreshold (defines 
overfished) and Flhreshold(definesoverfishin~) .. A determination ofeither overfished or 
overfishing'triggers a SF4.requirement for r.ebUilding plan (overfished), ending 
overfi~hirig' (overfishing) or-both. 

Stock.;.4 grouping ofa species usually based on genetic relationship, geographic 
distributidJ.le and movementpatterns. A region may have more than one stock of a species 
(for examplei;Qulf of Maine cod and Georges Bank cod). 

TAL. Total al1bW~blela.ndlngs; the total regulated landings from a stock in a given time 
period, usually onlyear. 

Year-class. The fish spawned or hatched in a given year. 
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